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con. con. Figure 1C ,extended to gene body) D. Fuzziness of nucleosome +1 of all genes before and 3 hours after auxin induction in Ino80 AID strain. Fuzzyness is defined as the distance between the 20%th and 80%th centers of reads assigned to the same nucleosome peak. RNA level was normalized with K. lactis spike-in. C. Changes in rates of RNA synthesis during Sth1 depletion using SLAM-seq (Methods). Changes in percent new RNA (reads w/ converted base) for Sth1 depletion and mock strain in the total mRNA population (left) and distribution of changes for individual genes (right). All changes are shown relative to WT strain processed in parallel. D. Same as Figure 4C , broken for the two groups of genes shown in Figure 2E . 
